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“Challenges make you
discover things about
yourself that you
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Homework Timetable
You are expected to study the subjects shown on your timetable each day.
Each day use a page of your exercise book to evidence your work: half a page per subject.
You can use your KOs and book in a
variety of ways (see next page) but you
should not just copy from the Knowledge
Organiser into your book.
Your teacher will tell you how they would
like you to use your Knowledge Organiser
each week. These instructions will appear
on Go4Schools. You should always mark
your work using a different coloured pen

Week starting

Subject 1 Subject 2

Subject 3

28.02.22

Subject 1 Subject 2

Monday

Geography Languages

Monday

Geography Languages

Tuesday

Maths

Technology

Tuesday

Maths

Technology

Wednesday

English

Comp Sci

Wednesday

English

Comp Sci

Thursday

Science

Perf Arts

Thursday

Science

Perf Arts

Friday

History

Art

Friday

History

Art

Week starting

Subject 1 Subject 2

Subject 3

Week starting

Subject 1 Subject 2

Subject 3

21.03.22

Monday

Geography Languages

Monday

Geography Languages

Tuesday

Maths

Technology

Tuesday

Maths

Technology

Wednesday

English

Comp Sci

Wednesday

English

Comp Sci

Thursday

Science

Perf Arts

Thursday

Science

Perf Arts

Friday

History

Art

Friday

History

Art

Week starting

Subject 3

07.03.22

14.03.22

Your teacher may follow up your
Knowledge Organiser work with an online
activity that uses the knowledge you
have been studying.

Week starting

Subject 1 Subject 2

Subject 3

Week starting

Subject 1 Subject 2

Subject 3

04.04.22

28.03.22

Monday

Geography

Languages

Monday

Geography Languages

Tuesday

Maths

Technology

Tuesday

Maths

Technology

Wednesday

English

Comp Sci

Wednesday

English

Comp Sci

Thursday

Science

Perf Arts

Thursday

Science

Perf Arts

Friday

History

Art

Friday

History

Art
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Examples of Activities
Look, Cover, Write, Check

Mind Mapping

Explaining a Diagram

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Read it again.
Step 3: Read it aloud.
Step 4: Cover the part you are
remembering with your book.

Step 1: Read the part of the section
you want to remember.
Step 2: Draw a mind map with the
key information.
Step 3: Add and extra information
that provides more detail about the
topic

Step 1: Read, cover and recreate the
diagram.

Step 2: Write a paragraph explaining
what is happening in the diagram
and give
Step 6: Check your answers with a
specific examples.
tick for correct answers or a cross for
Step 4: Check your answers using the Step 3: Check your answers using
incorrect.
information in all three sections of your class notes or ask your teacher
to check in your next lesson.
Step 7: Correct your mistakes with
the Knowledge Organiser.
the information from that section.
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Correct any mistakes
Step 5: Write as much as you can
remember in your exercise book.
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Subject: Maths Year: 9 Term: Spring 2
Section 1: Key Vocabulary

Tier 3
vocabulary
Intercept
Expand

Root
Sketch
Factorise

Quadratic
Identity

Tier 2
vocabulary
Formula
Graph
Equation

X-axis
Y-axis
Parabola

Section 2: Key Fact/Methods/Processes/Questions

Definition
The point at which a graph crosses
the axis
Multiplying to remove the brackets
in an expression. It is important to
multiply everything inside the
brackets by what is outside.
A number that satisfies an equation

Section 3 Possible exam/CAF style questions

Solve this quadratic equation:
x2 + 7x + 12 = 0

The Quadratic Formula uses the "a", "b", and "c"
from "ax2+ bx + c", where "a", "b", and "c" are just
numbers;

Solve this quadratic equation:
x2 + 8x + 9 = 3x + 3

A rough drawing representing the
key features of an object
An important way of solving
quadratic equations, by ‘taking out’
any common factors the terms have
An expression involving x2

Solve 2x2-4x-3=0.
Round your answer to two decimal places.

An equation in which the variables
produce the same value as each
other regardless of which values
you substitute.
Definition

Complete the table of values for the graph y = 4-x2

A mathematical relationship or rule
expressed in symbols
A diagram showing the relation
between two quantities
Two mathematical expressions that
are equal (indicated by the sign =)
The horizontal axis
The vertical axis
A curve where any point is at an
equal distance from a fixed point
and a fixed straight line

Draw the graph on the grid

This is the graph of y = x2 + 5x + 4.
It has a y-intercept of 4.
x2 + 5x + 4 will factorise, to (x+1)(x+4)
It therefore has two x-intercepts, at –1
and –4.

Topic 2: Digestion
and enzymes

GCSE Biology (Combined and separates)
Section A: The digestive system

Section B: Food tests
Food

Name of test

Positive result

Negative result

Glucose

Benedict’s reagent test

Red, orange, yellow or green (depending
on amount of sugar)

Solution remains blue

Starch

Iodine test

Blue/black change in colour

Solution remains brown

Protein

Biuret test

Purple change in colour

Solution remains blue

Fat

Sudan III stain test

A top layer stained red forms

No separate layer

Section D: Enzyme rate of reaction

Section C: Enzymes
Key word
Optimum

Definition
The best condition to allow enzymes to work
Change in the shape of an enzymes active site
Denatured
which will no longer allow it to work
Substrate
Temperature
pH
concentration

• Mouth – breaks food into smaller pieces and adds saliva
and enzymes to break down carbohydrates
• Oesophagus – connects mouth and stomach and squeezes
food toward the stomach by peristalsis
• Stomach – churns food with acid and adds protein
digesting enzymes
• Liver – Makes bile to emulsify lipids and neutralise acid and
processes nutrients
• Pancreas – Makes digestive enzymes and secretes them
into the small intestine
• Gall bladder – stores and releases bile into the small
intestine when needed
• Small intestine – completes digestion of carbohydrates,
proteins and lipids and allows nutrients to pass through the
walls into the blood
• Large intestine – water passes through the walls into the
blood and undigested food passes along to the rectum

Enzymes are protein molecules made up of long
chains of amino acids that are folded. They are
biological catalysts because they speed up the
rate of reactions without being used up their
selves. The have an active site where the reaction
takes place. They work like a lock and key because
only one specific type of substrate will fit in the
active site of any one enzyme.

Low temp = little
kinetic energy =
less collisions
Mid temp = lots of
kinetic energy =
more collisions
High temp = heat
breaks bonds and
denatures enzyme

Low pH = acidity
denatures the
enzyme = low rate
Mid pH = many
collisions = high
rate
High pH = alkaline
denatures the
enzyme = low rate

Low conc. = less
chance of collision =
low rate
Mid conc. = more
chance of collision =
high rate
High conc. = no
change in rate as all
active sites full. Add
more substrate.

Section E: Digestive enzymes
Enzyme

Breaks down

In to

Found in

Carbohydrase

Carbohydrates

Glucose

Salivary glands, pancreas and small intestine

Protease

Proteins

Amino acids

Stomach, pancreas and small intestine

Lipase

Lipids

Fatty acids and glycerol

Pancreas and small intestine

GCSE Chemistry
Section A: Key Vocabulary
Tier 2 Keywords

Definition

Polymer

A compound made up of many
monomer units chemically
joined together.
Simplest, single unit used to
make up a polymer

Monomer

Tier 3 Keywords

Definition

Alcohol

An organic molecule containing
the –OH functional group.
An organic molecule containing
the -COOH functional group

Carboxylic acid
Addition
reaction

Polymerisation

A reaction when an alkene reacts
with another chemical breaking
the double bond and forming a
new compound.
The process when many small
molecules (monomers) are
chemically joined together.
Addition and condensation are
two types.

Section B: Alcohols
•
•

•

Alcohols contain the functional group –OH
Methanol. ethanol, propanol, and butanol are
the first four members of a homologous series
of alcohols.
Aqueous solutions of ethanol are produced
when sugar solutions are fermented using yeast

Section D: Alkanes.
Molecule containing carbon and hydrogen
chemically bonded together.
• Increase in boiling point as the number of carbon
atoms increases in the molecule.
• Contain only C-C single bonds and are said to be
saturated.
• Unreactive, but will burn
• All their names end in –ane
• Prefix for alkanes are:
• 1 Carbons Meth• 2 Carbons Eth• 3 Carbons Prop• 4 Carbons But• Do not react with bromine water and bromine
retains its colour.
Section D Alkenes
• Molecule containing carbon and hydrogen
chemically bonded together.
• Increase in boiling point as the number of carbon
atoms increases in the molecule.
• Contain at least one C=C double bond and are said
to be unsaturated.
• Reactive compounds due to the C=C double bond
wanting to break easily.
• All their names end in –ene
• Prefix for alkenes are:
• 2Carbons Eth• 3 Carbons Prop• 4 Carbons But• React with bromine water and decolourise bromine
which loses its yellow colour.
•

Topic: Organic Chemistry
Section E: Polymerisation
Addition polymerisation
Small molecules join together to make large
molecules

Condensation polymerisation
Two molecules join together, usually losing small
molecules such as water.
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Topic: Forces

GCSE Physics
Section A: Key Vocabulary

Section C: Key speeds!
Walking

1.5 m/s

Running

3 m/s

Cycling

6 m/s

Quantities with only magnitude
(size). e.g. Speed, Distance

Speed of Sound

330 m/s

Distance

A measure of how far an object has
travelled. (Scalar)

Speed of Light

300,000,000 m/s

Displacement

The distance from a point in a
particular direction. (Vector)

Tier 2 Vocabulary Definition
Vector
Scalar

Speed
Velocity
Acceleration

Gradient

Terminal
Velocity
Air Resistance

Quantities with both magnitude
(size) and direction.
e.g. Force, Velocity

How quickly something covers a
set distance (Scalar)
Speed in a particular direction
(Vector)
How quickly something speeds up
or Change in velocity ÷ change in
Time
Measured in m/s2
How steep a graph is at any
particular point, also called the
slope
The maximum speed an object
reaches when falling.
A frictional force acting in the
opposite direction to the
movement of the object in air

Section B: Calculations
Speed
Acceleration
𝑠
𝑣−𝑢
𝑣=
𝑎=
𝑡
𝑡
a = Acceleration (m/s2)
v = Speed (m/s)
u = Initial velocity (m/s)
s = Distance (m)
v = Final velocity (m/s)
t= Time (s)
t = Time (s)

Section D: Terminal Velocity

In a fluid, friction
is called drag.
Drag is affected
by SPEED. SHAPE
and AREA of an
object.

A falling object experiences the following stages:
1. At first, gravity (WEIGHT) pulls the object down,
causing it to accelerate.
2. As speed increases, friction (AIR RESISTANCE)
increases, reducing the acceleration.
3. When AIR RESISTANCE and WEIGHT are
balanced, it reaches TERMINAL VELOCITY.
If a parachute is opened, AIR RESISTANCE increases.
WEIGHT stays the same, so the object will slow down
until both forces are balanced (at a lower terminal
velocity).
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Section E- Required practical
Method:
1. Set up your apparatus as in the diagram making
sure that:
• the ruler is vertical. The zero on the scale
needs to be at the same height as the
top of the spring
• a marker is attached securely to the
bottom of the spring. Make sure this is
horizontal and rests against the scale of
the ruler.
2.

Take a reading on the ruler – this is the length of
the unstretched spring. Record this reading in
your results table.

3.

Carefully hook the base of the weight stack onto
the bottom of the spring. This weighs 1.0 N.

4.

Take a reading on the ruler – this is the length of
the spring when a force of 1.0 N is applied to it.

5.

Add further weights, 1N at a time. Measure and
record the length of the spring each time.

6.

Calculate the
extension for each
weight and record
it on the table.

7.

Plot a graph of
Force (y axis)
against Extension
(x axis) for your
spring.

HISTORY
Rise of the Nazi’s and the Holocaust
Key Vocabulary
Nazi Party

Dictator
Fuhrer
German Reich
Aryan

Hitler Youth

The National Socialist German Worker’s
Party was a political party active in Germany
between 1920 and 1945
A ruler with total power over a country,
usually has taken control by force
The German word for leader, usually given to
Adolf Hitler
The name given by the Nazi’s to the area s
controlled by Germany under their rule
A race concept popularised in Nazi Germany.
People with blonde hair and blue eyes were
seen as ‘the master race’
Youth organisation in Nazi Germany.
Children were taught to be loyal to the Nazi’s

Gestapo

Hitler’s secret police force

Propaganda

Information used to promote a political
cause or point of view
The name given to Nazi Germany’s genocide
of Jews and other minorities during WW2
The collective name for the Jewish religion

Holocaust
Judaism
Anti-Semitism

Prejudice, discrimination or hostility towards
Jewish people because of their religion

Discrimination The unfair treatment of groups of people
based on the idea that they are different
Persecution
Ill-treatment towards someone which lasts
for a long period of time
Stereotype

A widely held belief about something or
someone which is not always true

Scapegoat

Using a person or group of people as an
excuse for something bas which has
happened.
A place in which large numbers of people are
imprisoned with poor facilities. Usually
political prisoners or persecuted people.

Concentration
Camps

Rise of the Nazis and the Holocaust
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Hitler’s Rise to Power Key Knowledge
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Homeless on the streets of Vienna, views Jews as a
scapegoat for his problems
Joined the army
Won the Iron Cross for bravery in the First World
War
Germany surrender and Hitler feels stabbed in the
back by the people in charge
Works as an intelligence agent after the war spying
on the German Workers Party
Hitler joins the German Workers Party and gains
popularity with its members
Hitler becomes leader of the German Workers Party
and they become known as the Nazis
Hitler’s speeches and criticism of government
attract attention and support for the Nazi party

Key Dates
1889

Hitler is born in Austria

1914

Start of the First World War

1918
1919

Armistice signed to mark the end of
fighting in the First World War
Treaty of Versailles is signed

1919

Hitler joins the German Workers Party

1920

Hitler becomes leader of the German
Workers Party and renames it. The Nazi
party is born.
Nuremberg Laws announced in Germany

Types of Jewish Persecution
Anti-Jewish Riots – Protests and violent demonstrations
against Jewish people living in Germany.
Reich Citizenship Law – A law passed which prevented
Jewish people from being citizens of Germany.
Kristallnacht – Destruction of Jewish businesses in
Germany. Also known as the night of broken glass.
Nuremberg Laws – A set of laws passed so that Jews
stood out in German society and couldn’t mix with other
Germans.
Ghettoes – Blocked off areas of cities where Jewish
people were forced to live.
Wannsee Conference – A meeting between high ranking
Nazi officials to decide what to do with the Jews living
under German control.
Final Solution – The decision taken to send all Jews to
death camps and remove them completely from Nazi
Germany. Nearly 6 millions Jews were killed as a result.

1935
1938
1939
1942
1945

Kristallnacht (The Night of Broken Glass)
Germany invade Poland and World War
Two begins
Wannsee Conference and Final Solution
Auschwitz liberated and end of World
War Two

Geography – Geopolitics and Governance

Definition

A state or organisation with a sphere of influence that is
more continental than global

Hard power

Power through force or coercion

Soft power

Power through favour or persuasion

Hegemony

Leadership or dominance, especially by one state or
organisation

Colonialism

Political control over a territory by another country and
then the settlement of that territory

Neocolonialism

The use of economic, political and cultural power to
influence other countries

Direct
Control

Maintaining control through ‘hard’ power e.g. colonialism

Indirect
Control

Maintaining control through ‘soft’ power e.g. colonialism

Bipolar

A world with two dominant superpowers

Multi-polar

A world with a multitude of superpowers

Geopolitical

The influence of geographical factors on international
relations
A navy that can be deployed into Open Ocean (i.e. large
ocean going ships)

Diplomacy

Negotiation and decision making between nations as part
of international relations – leading to agreements

Ideology

Beliefs, values and opinions held by the majority of
people in society (e.g. Western values of free speech.

Cold War

Tension between the superpowers of capitalist ASA and
communist USSR (1945-1990)

Small military (regional
intervention capacity)
Economy suffers from boom
and bust phases
Needs to control the
destruction of forests
Education levels lags behind
competitors

Nuclear power with large
military capacity
Huge oil and gas reserves
Permanent seat on UN Security
Council

Ageing population (and
unhealthy)
Extreme levels of inequality
Economy dependent on oil/ gas
Tense diplomatic and
geopolitical relationships with
USA and EU.

Youthful population & large
economic potential
English widely spoken, graduate
education widespread
Nuclear armed, space and
missile technology

Possible future resource
shortages
Poor transport and energy
infrastructure
High levels of poverty
Poor political relations,
(Pakistan)

Highly educated, technically
innovate
Soon to be World’s largest
economy
Leads in renewable fields
Military technology and reach is
growing & challenging USA
Modern transport infrastructure

Problems with ageing
population
Pollution issues (air & water)
Tense relationship with
neighbours – SE Asia
Rising wages – high cost for
TNCs
Needs imported raw materials
Limited geopolitical role

Brazil

Regional leader in Latin America
Strong agricultural economy and
exporter
Energy independent in oil and
biofuels
Growing middle class and
maturing consumer economy
Culturally influential: 2012
World Cup, 2016 Olympics

Russia

Blue water
Navy

Soft Power
Soft Power Index created in 2012 , measures:
- Number of embassies overseas
- Income equality
- Democracy
- Personal freedoms (e.g. recognition of Gay Marriage)
Soft power can by exerted through culture political values and foreign
policies:
- Culture: BBC Strictly Come Dancing, English Language
- Political Values: Democratic political structure & equality
- Foreign Policies: Sanctions, foreign aid

Weaknesses

India

Strengths

WEF

Regional
power

World Exonomic Fund (1971) (non-profit organisation)
- Promotes public-private cooperation to improve the
state of the world by bringing together leaders
- Meets annually in Davos.
- Discusses corruption & terrorism
- Has undervalued national governments

IMF

A state or organisation that is growing significantly in
power and beginning to extend its global influence

How IGOs function

International Monetary Fund (1944) – 44 members.
- Stabilise global currencies after 1920s depression/WW2
- Prevents poverty & communism and promotes capitalism
- 2016: 189 members, unequal voting rights but linked to
money invested
- 8 countries control 47% (USA 16.5%)
- Tackles international debt – can force countries to cut
spending on Health and Education to pay debt

WB

Emerging
power

Imperialism: relationship of political, economic or cultural control
between geographical areas (i.e. introduction of Christianity)
Colonisation: the physical setting of people from a colonial power
within their colony – English people moving to live and work in India

World Bank (1944). It finances development.
- Focuses on natural disasters and humanitarian
emergences
- Helps capitalism function by making loans to
developing countries
- Bad reputation in 1970/80s for financing
environmentally damaging projects.

WTO

Superpower

A state or organisation that is able to extend a dominant
influence globally

China

Key Term

World Trade Organisation (1950)
- Focuses on trade and aims to reduce trade barriers
- 1 country = 1 vote but mutual agreement needed
- Focuses on reducing poverty by reducing farm subsidies.

The USA as Global Police
USA has intervened in foreign countries through:
Being a member of UN Security Council
Together with allied countries (coalition) but
outside UN remit
Unilaterally – no support from other countries
Since 1980s, the UK and/or France have been
involved but rarely China or Russia.
USA and European countries tend to have similar
geopolitical concerns not shared by China or Russia.

RE

A. Philosophy Key Vocab
Empiricism

The theory that knowledge is gained through
our five senses

Rationalism

The theory that knowledge is gained through
reason

The First Cause
argument

The argument that everything in the universe
needs a cause and so the universe also needs
a cause which is God

Infinite regress

An endless sequence of causes with no
beginning

Fallacy of
composition

An argument that wrongly claims that what is
true of something’s parts must also be true of
the whole thing

Design (or
teleological)
argument

The argument that the world looks designed
and so has a designer- God

Evolution by
natural selection

The theory that over millions of years all life
evolved (developed) from a common
ancestor through gradual changes over
millions of years

Theistic evolution

The belief that God started the process of
evolution and uses it to bring about life

Atheist

Someone who does not believe the existence
of a god or gods

Big Bang

The world was a result of particles colliding

Genesis

The first book of the Bible, which contains
two accounts of how God created the world

Telos

End/goal/purpose

Teleological

The world looks designed so has a designer

Evolution

All life evolved over time

Hypothesis

A tentative theory about the natural world
that has not yet been proven scientifically

Proof

A set of evidence that establishes the truth
of something beyond doubt

Premise

a previous statement or proposition from
which another is inferred or follows as a
conclusion

What is Philosophy?

B. Philosophy Key information

Cosmological Argument

- What started the chain of cause and effect in
the universe?
- The uncaused cause
- This is God

Teleological Argument

-

There is evidence of design in the universe
It is too perfect to not be designed
It can only have been designed by God

Science v Religion

-

Evolution and Big Bang theory provide
alternatives to God
Science disproves religion

Big Bang Theory

Evolutionary Theory

-

-

Alternative scientific theory for the creation
of the universe
Life evolved (developed) from a common
ancestor
Gradual changes over millions of years
Natural selection and survival of the fittest

Free Will

-

The ability to choose between possible
courses of action

Determinism

-

All events, including moral choices, are
determined by previously existing causes

Hard Determinism

-

All human behaviour and actions are wholly
determined by external factors and
therefore humans do not have genuine free
will or ethical accountability

Libertarianism

-

-

Humans have freedom to make moral
decisions, although our behaviour may be
partially determined by external factors.
So we are responsible for our own
good/bad choices. But if people can choose
anything., does this mean that God is not
omnipotent?

C. Key People
Thomas
Aquinas

13th Century Italian
philosopher who outlines
his ‘5 ways’ to prove the
existence of God

Charles Darwin

19th Century scientist who
had a theory of evolution
by natural selection

David Hume

18th Century philosopher
who criticised the first
cause and design
arguments and belief in
miracles

William Paley

18th Century philosopher
and priest who compared
the world to a watch in his
version of the design
argument

Aristotle

Ancient Greek philosopher
and student of Plato who
thought that knowledge is
gained through sense

John Locke

Eng;lish philosopher who
had a theory of
determinism, example was
the Locked Room

SPANISH – Spanish Armada
Section A – La armada invencible
Here is some vocabulary to help
you understand who was involved
and the context at the time.
Felipe II = King Phillip the 2nd
María I = Mary Tudor
Isabel I = Elizabeth the 1st
María Estuardo = Mary Queen of
Scots
Francis Drake = Francis Drake
la reina/el rey = queen/king
la mujer = wife
El marido = husband
primo/a = cousin
católico/a = catholic
protestante = protestant
inglés(a) = English
éscoses(a) = Scottish
español(a) = Spanish
casarse = to get married
morir = to die
destronar = to overthrow
invadir = to invade
el barco = boat
la guerra = war
partir = to leave
tener lugar = to take place
llevar al naufragio = to sink
cumplir = to accomplish

Section B – Why Spain and England?
Here is some vocabulary to help you understand why
Spain wanted to attack England.
rico = rich
el comercio = business
ejecutar = to execute
enfadado = angry
amenazar = to threaten atacar = to attack
permitir = to allow
un país = a country
una isla = an island
el río = river
el arbol = tree
el oro = gold
la amistad = friendship
Section E – Describing the scene
Use these sentence starters to write a poem to describe
the battle scene.
Me sentía ... = I was feeling…
Los barcos eran… = the boats were…
Las olas eran… = the waves were…
Las cañones eran… = the canons were…
El cielo era… = the sky was…
Las personas eran + physical adjective… = the people
were…
Las personas estaban + emotion = the people were…
El ambiente era… = the atmosphere was…
¿Volvimos? = Let’s go back?

enorme = enourmous nublado = cloudy
ahogado = drowned llameante = blazing, burning
ruidoso = noisy rompiente = crashing
asustado = scared agotado = exhausted
escalofriante = spine-tingling oscuro = dark
horroroso = horrifying caótico = chaotic

Section C – The weaknesses and successes
Use this vocabulary to help you understand the
failures and the succeses of the attack.
fracaso = the weakness
el éxito = success
marinero = sailor
comida = food
madera = wood
tiempo = weather
tormenta = storm
armamento = weapons
puerto = port
fuego = fire
balas de cañón = cannon balls
Section D – The consequences
Las consecuencias = the consequences
Me interesa = I’m interested in
Me fascina = I’m fascinated by
Me mola/chilfa = I love
Me apasiona = I’m passionate about
No me importa = I’m not bothered by
la bandera = the flag
el himno nacional = the national anthem
cantar = to sing equipo = team
la sociedad = society conducir = to drive
orgullo = pride orgulloso/a = proud
Section F – Si + imperfect subjunctive
Si la armada tuviera éxito… = If the armada were
successful…
…hablaríamos español = we would speak Spanish
…bailaríamos el flamenco = we would dance the
flamenco
…me echaría una siesta los fines de semana = I’d
have a nap at the weekend
…se aprendería el inglés en los colegios = we’d
learn English at school
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Year 9 Rugby - Knowledge Organiser
Skills and Techniques:
Running with the ball - Carry
the ball in two hands,
accelerate into spaces, run
direct and look to pick gaps in
defensive lines.

Rules:
Game starts and restarts with
a kick off.

Draw players towards creating
space for others to run into.

Passing from the hand must
travel level or backwards to
the receiver.

Passing (Offloading) - Pass
with accuracy over speed,
good communication prevents
mistakes. Always be prepared
to receive a pass with your
hands up ready. Throw a pass
you’d like to receive.
Tackling - Low body position,
shoulder drive below the hip,
head safe side, lock arms to
prevent leg drive, try to land
on the tackled player, release
once player is fully grounded.

Rucking - Low body position hips above shoulders, stay on
feet if you want to play the
ball. Drive opposition players
off or create a solid base to
play from.

Three officials- Referee and
two touch judges.

Tackling must be below
shoulder.
If a player knocks on (drops
the ball forward) the
opposing side will gain
possession via a
scrum.
You may not tackle a player
in the air.
You must enter a ruck from
the back foot of your side of
the
ruck.
Any player in front of a player
kicking must wait for the
kicker to pass or they will be
offside.

Positions:
Forwards:
Prop (open / tight
head).
Hooker
Second row (2)
Back row (3)

Backs:
Scrum Half
Fly Half
Inside centre
Outside Centre
Winger (Left / Right)
Fullback
Total number of
players 15

Scoring System:
➔ Try - touching the ball
down in the in goal
area. 5 points
➔ Conversion - taken
after a try 2 points
➔ Penalty kick 3 points.
➔ Drop Goal 3 Points
➔ Most points at the
end wins

Tactics:
➔ Draw players to
create spaces for
others.
➔ Run direct and look
for gaps in the
defence.
➔ Straight defensive
line.
➔ Uses different
running lines and
moves to create
scoring
opportunities.

Key Words: Pass, Run, Tackle, Ruck, Maul, Scrum,
Penalty, Free-kick, Knock-on,
Forward pass, High tackle, Defensive line, Scissor, Loop.

Y9 Design and Technology
Key Vocabulary

Manufacturing processes
Name

Description

Polishing

Rubbing a surface to make it shine and to
enhance its appearance.
Preparing a materials surface ready for its
finish e.g. polishing or painting it.
Cutting out the pieces of material that
you need to make your parts
When cutting out more than one object
that is the same it is useful to make a
template. This is made from paper, card,
metal or plastic and is drawn around
making it quicker and easier to draw the
same object several times, accurately.
How good something is. How well it has
been made, how long it will last for, how
nice it is to use or how nice it looks.
Using a drilling machine to cut a hole
into, or completely through a material.

Smoothing
Cutting out
Templates

Quality

Drilling

Materials
Name

Description and image

Thermoplastics

A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped. Because these plastics
have what we call a ‘Plastic Memory’,
they can be reheated and reshaped.
Can also be easily recycled.
A group of plastics that can be heated
up and shaped but once they cool
down they ‘set’ in that shape and
cannot be reshaped again. This means
they are good at resisting heat but
difficult to recycle.
A hard, but brittle, plastic that comes
in a variety of colours and clear, like
glass, used for signs and other objects.

Thermosetting
plastics

Acrylic

Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature, a
pattern, a property or a process. Give some
identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain

Tools and equipment
Name

Description and image

Files

Made from high carbon steel
and used for smoothing and
shaping softer metals like Steel,
Copper, Brass and Aluminium.
A drill used for creating holes
that is floor mounted and has a
long metal pillar holding it up.
A drill bit is the sharp tool put
into a drill to cut the hole. These
come in a range of different
sizes to create the size of hole
that you need.
A saw with a deep throat (gap
between the frame and blade)
that has a narrow blade. This
allows the saw to be easily
turned so that it can be used to
cut out complicated shapes.
A paper with abrasive metal
granules stuck to it. It is
waterproof so can be used Wet
or Dry. By using it wet the water
helps it slide more thus giving
an even smoother finish.

Pillar drill

Drill bit

Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Control
measures
Target
audience
Challenge

Something used to protect against a specific
danger in a workshop.
The person or people you are designing the
product for.
The push yourself to achieve the very best and
sometimes out of your comfort zone.
The product matches the needs of the end
user/client and is unique to their requirements.
The good or positive things that the product will
bring to the user/client.
Clearly describe the product being designed with
lots of information and clarity.
What the product is designed to do and how well
it performs the task.
What the final product will look like, colours,
textures, shape, patterns, etc.
A detailed list of all the things that need to be
Considered when designing and making a product.

Personalised
Benefits
Annotate
Functionality
Aesthetics
Specification

Coping saw

Wet and dry paper
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Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

Key Facts

A short statement describing
the aim/product
Specification A set of detailed points
describing the product
The appearance of the product
Aesthetics
Design Brief

How much a product cost to
make and buy
Customer
Who will buy and/or use the
product
Environment What impact will the product
have on the environment
Cost

Size
Safety

The dimensions and weight of
the product
Is the product safe to use? Are
there any safety hazards?

Function

What the product needs to do

Materials

What is the product made from

Tier 3
Vocabulary

Definition

Analysis

Detailed description using Point,
Evidence Explain
Computer Aided Design
e.g. 2D Design software
Computer Aided Manufacture
e.g. Laser Cutter

CAD
CAM

Year 9 Design and Technology - Engineering

Sustainability Considering the environment
and preserving resources for the
future

Questions:
What unit of
measurement is used in
the workshop?
What tool would you use
to support a piece of
wood whilst cutting?

Answers:
Millimetres (mm) These are part
of the metric system.
(centimetres and metres)

Where does natural
timber come from? Give
an example of a softwood
and a hardwood.

Natural timbers come from trees
and are cut into planks. Examples
are Pine (softwood) and Oak
(hardwood)

What are manufactured
boards? Give examples

Give 3 advantages of
Computer Aided Design

Give 3 disadvantages of
Computer Aided Design

What is Computer Aided
Manufacture and what
are the advantages of it?

A vice

Manufactured boards are made
from a mixture of wood and glue.
They are made into sheets or
boards.
Examples are plywood, MDF and
chipboard.
You can produce accurate
drawings
Files can be shared.
Products can be tested before they
are made.
Expensive to set up
Files can be lost or corrupted
It removes the need for traditional
drawing skills
CAM is using programmable
machines to manufacture
products. This could be a CNC
lathe, milling machine, laser cutter
or 3D printer. They are faster and
more accurate than traditional
methods.

Timbers – Sources and Origins
HARDWOODS
(DECIDUOUS) Sometimes
called Broad-leaf trees.
They lose their leaves in
winter. Hardwoods tend
to be harder than
Softwoods (with the
exception of Balsa Wood)

SOFTWOODS
(CONIFEROUS)
Softwoods are from
trees that have
needles not leaves.
They grow quickly,
compared to most
hardwoods
Softwoods are used
by the construction
industry and are also
used to produce
paper pulp, and card
products.
MANMADE BOARDS Manmade
boards are commonly used in
the construction industry, for
interior fittings and furniture.
The three main types are;
Plywood’s (pictured), MDF
(Medium Density Fibre board)
Chipboard HARDWOODS

Y9 Design Technology - Technical Drawing
Technical Drawing
•
•
•
•
•

The basics of technical drawing
How to use the tools and equipment
used in technical drawing
How to Develop drawing and visualising
skills.
Explore the technique of rendering and
enhancing your drawings.
To develop your skills to produce
complex designs

Key Vocabulary
Tier 2
Vocabulary

Definition

State

To name or otherwise characterise

Describe

Set out characteristics this maybe a feature,
a pattern, a property or a process. Give
some identification to what it may be like.
Set out purpose or reasons.

Explain
Evaluate

Judge from available evidence and consider
several options, ideas or arguments
(Pros/Cons, Advantages/Disadvantages) and
come to a conclusion

Tier 3 Vocabulary

Definition

Sketching

is drawn without any ‘aids’, has no straight edges
or uses any stencils or templates.
A drawing uses straight edges and equipment to
improve clarity and accuracy.
A long narrow mark or band
A line or outline which gradually deviates from
being straight for some or all of its length
A line that goes from right to left or left to right
across the page
A line that goes from bottom to top or top to
bottom on the page.
Two lines running side by side that will never
meet
The quality of being two dimensional
The quality of being Three dimensional
An aid to sketching
Creating the illusion of light, Tone, and texture
using graphic materials
All lines apart from the horizontal and vertical
lines direct towards and meet at the vanishing
point.

Key Diagrams

Drawing
Line
Curve
Horizontal
Vertical
Parallel
2D
3D
Crating
Rendering
Vanishing point

Key Facts
Questions:

Answers:

State what equipment
should be used when
DRAWING a TRIANGLE
correctly.
Describe what makes
an isometric projection
different from a oblique
projection.

Ruler, Compass, Pencil, Paper,
Rubber

An Isometric projection has no
horizontal lines as all lines that
would be horizontal are drawn
at 30⁰. A Oblique projection is
drawn at 45⁰ and can have
horizontal lines because of this.
Explain how to produce 1. Turn the sections into 5
a tonal scale on a curve.
tonal stripes
2. Lightly divide the curved
shape into 5 sections
3. Add colour / shade getting
lighter / darker each time
in each section of the
curve.
4. Carefully blend together
the tones
Shading can give an illusion of
depth to your drawing
Evaluate the difference Advantages
Disadvantages
between a 1 point
perspective and 2 point Conclusion
perspective drawing
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COMPUTER SCIENCE
A – Inside a Computer

B – Computer Software

Computer hardware is a physical component of a computer system:
• Internal hardware is located within the devices protective case
• External hardware can connect to the device but is outside of the protective case

Computer software runs on the
physical components of computer
hardware
• System software manages both
computer hardware and
application software e.g.
operating systems
• Application software allows a
user to create and present
information for a specific purpose
An operating system (OS) is the
software that manages a computer’s
basic functions

The user interface (UI) is the part of
the OS that allows a human user to
interact with the OS

C – Connecting Computers
You can connect to the World Wide Web using
the Internet using either:
• Wireless connections that use radio waves
to transmit data meaning that they are
flexible and easy to set up
• Wired connections that use Ethernet
cables to transmit data and are typically
faster than wireless but need more
physical devices for each new computing
device

D – Computing Devices
There are a few types of wireless technology
that you may use with your smart watch:
• Bluetooth: short range radio waves to
connect two point to point devices
together
• WiFi: multiple connections to a close
ranged router that uses radio wave
frequencies
• Infrared: uses infrared radiation to make
short ranged line of sight connections with
a receiver

It is easy to recognise that personal computers, laptops and mobile devices are
computers, but computers are also hidden in many more devices. Computers are
found in many of the devices we use on a daily basis. Because they are relied on so
heavily, knowing what they are and how to use them is valuable.

Input Devices

Output Devices

Storage Devices

Keyboard

Monitor

Hard Disk Drive

Mouse

Printer

DVD Drive

Scanner

Speaker

Solid State Drive

Digital camera

Headphones

USB Stick

Webcam

Projector

Drama – Costume, Hair and Make-up Design
Section A: What is the purpose of costume design?
Establishing a character
Costumes can:
• provide the audience with basic information about a character, such as their age, gender, occupation and economic and social background
• reveal lots of information about a character’s personality, e.g. a vain character might wear a flamboyant outfit to draw attention to themselves, while a shy character might wear plain clothes in dull colours
• reveal information about a character’s circumstances within the play, helping to tell their story, e.g. a character might begin the play wearing smart clothes but by the end of the play their costume might look creased and
untidy to help communicate their journey and what they have experienced
Conveying the context of the play
Costumes can convey the context of the play, including the time period and geographical setting. Performers wearing dinner jackets, bow ties and top hats could suggest the historical setting of the piece before any dialogue is
spoken. Through local cultural dress or references to the climate, costumes can also help to convey the geographical setting of a play.
Supporting the style
Costumes support the overall style of a production. If a production is naturalistic in style, then costumes should be realistic and recreate everyday life. However, a pantomime, which is far more theatrical, would feature grand and
colourful costumes to support the overall style of the show.

Section E: Things to consider when designing a costume
Colour
Colour can convey a symbolic idea or reveal
something about the character wearing the
costume. Colour can also be used to help the
audience see the similarities or differences
between characters. For example, where two
families are feuding, the performers may be
dressed in different colours to help the audience
differentiate. It is important to remember that
colours change under stage lighting, e.g. a white
dress will appear blue under a blue light.
Condition
The condition of the
costume can convey
information about a
character's circumstances.
For example, a Victorian
street beggar leading a
hard life may wear dirty
rags with holes to show
wear and tear, and may
also have make-up to
appear dirty with missing
teeth, cuts and bruises.

Fabric
The most appropriate fabrics to suit the character, setting and style of the production should be
considered. For example, in the present day performers can wear costumes that use modern synthetic
materials, such as nylon. Fabric can also provide information about a character’s social status, e.g. a
wealthy character may wear a silk dress.
Fit
The fit of a costume refers to how the clothing fits the performer, e.g. tight, oversized or fitted perfectly. It
can reveal a character’s personality or the context of the play. A woman in a period drama may wear a
very tightly fitted corset to help reflect the historical context of a play, as it was fashionable to accentuate
a woman’s physical form.

Section A: Adornments, hair, make-up, shape and texture
Adornments
Adornments are the accessories that are added to a costume, e.g. jewellery, handkerchiefs and bags. The scale or
size of adornments needs to be considered as, depending on where they are sitting, it can be difficult for the
audience to see details. Adornments may be accentuated to make them clearly visible.
Hair and make-up
Hair and make-up are also aspects of costume design. Simple make-up is often used to help pick out the performer’s
facial features under bright lighting, but make-up serves many other functions. For example, it is used to:
• create special effects such as cuts and bruises
• help a performer appear older, e.g. to create wrinkles
• change facial features, e.g. through the use of prosthetics
Practicalities
The practicalities of a costume must also be considered when working on a design. Some productions can require
quick costume changes between scenes, and a costume designer will have to find ways to help this, e.g. by using
Velcro rather than buttons. Comfort and freedom of movement should be considered as well as weight when using
different materials and fits.
Shape
Costume can be used to give a performer a different physical shape, e.g. a body suit may be worn to make a
performer appear larger. The outline created by a costume on a performer is called a silhouette. Different
silhouettes are associated with different fashions throughout history, e.g. shoulder pads are reminiscent of 1980s
power dressing.
Texture
The texture of the fabric used on a costume can provide the audience with information about a play’s context or
insight into a character. For example, a soft cashmere cardigan in pastel tones can suggest that a character is warm
and caring, whereas leather and suede in dark colours can appear more threatening. It is important to consider how
textured surfaces react differently under stage lighting, e.g. a shiny finish like satin is very reflective under lights.
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‘Food in Art’

Art
Key Vocabulary
Vocabulary

Definition

Blending

The technique of gently intermingling two or
more colours or tones to create a gradual
transition or to soften lines. As an artist, it's
important to practice blending in any medium
you choose to work with.
Gradation in art is a visual technique of
gradually transitioning from one colour hue to
another, or from one shade to another, or one
texture to another. Space, distance,
atmosphere, volume, and curved or rounded
forms are some of the visual effects created
with gradation
When layering you are placing one layer of
colour or tone over another.
Contrast refers to the arrangement of opposite
elements and effects. For example, light and
dark colours, smooth and rough textures, large
and small shapes. Contrast can be used to
create variety, visual interest, and drama in an
artwork

Gradation

Layering
Contrast

Pointillism

Realism

Pointillism is a technique of painting in which
small, distinct dots of colour are applied in
patterns to form an image. Georges Seurat and
Paul Signac developed the technique in 1886,
branching from Impressionism.

Term used to describe artwork which is
painted or drawn in a realistic almost
photographic way.

Area of
strong
contrast

Gradated tone

Tonal

Wayne Thiebaud is an
American painter known for
his colourful works
depicting commonplace
objects—pies, lipsticks,
paint cans, ice cream cones,
pastries, and hot dogs.

Tonal drawing
with white
chalk on black
paper

Highlight

Layering
colours to
create
shadows

Giuseppe Arcimboldo
was an Italian painter
best known for
creating imaginative
portrait heads made
entirely of objects such
as fruits, vegetables,
flowers, fish and books.

Colour

Long
strokes

Pattern and Line

Blended
colours

Claes Oldenburg is a
Swedish/ American
sculptor, best known
for his public art
installations typically
featuring large
replicas of everyday
objects.

Directional
strokes

Sarah Wain is a
Chicago-based
painter specializing
in realistic oil
painting.

Bold outline
Repeating
motifs in
pattern

examples of
‘zentangle’ designs

Sarah Graham is a
UK based
photorealistic
artist whose
paintings combine
vivid colours and
realism.

